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// you are interested in computers, their function

and operation, but are discouraged by their

complexity, you should read this book. It deals

as simply as possible with the principles and

does not delve too deeply into electronics . The

combination of carefully- written text and

instructive illustrations should give older

students a good basic knowledge of what

computers are all about

The new printing technology has been applied with

the Monotype 'Lasercomp' to set the text in this book.

The 'Lasercomp" is an advanced computer controlled

high-speed photosetter which uses digitised characters, and
a laser light beam for character definition. It is the only

system of its kind in the world.
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What are Computers?

There is something about computers that is both

fascinating and intimidating. They are fascinating when
they are used in rocketry and space research, and when
they enable man to get to the moon and back. Many
people think of them as almost-human machines with

‘brains’ that allow them to think. After all, there are

computers which play ‘music’ or ‘speak’. On the other

hand, we are inclined to be intimidated by their complex

mechanisms and the involved scientific principles upon
which they are built.

In fact, computers do not have brains and they cannot

really think for themselves. They are primarily machines

for doing arithmetic. They are automatically controlled

and do the work of many human beings at fantastically

high speeds. The really important thinking is done by

the humans who feed them with information and

program them to perform particular operations with the

information they are given.

Although primarily a calculating machine, the modern
computer can also store up a vast mass of information.

It can be programmed to carry out ‘logical’ operations,

such as transferring certain information from one part

of the machine to another, sorting this information and

comparing it with other pieces of information or using it

in arithmetical calculations. We hope this book will help

you to understand how most of this is done.
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How Computers Developed

To think that computers have suddenly arrived on the

scene would be wrong, although it is true that their

number and use have greatly increased during recent

years. Desk calculators have been in use for a very long

time, and even in the days of the old navigators and
astronomers there was a need for some sort of calculat-

ing instrument to relieve the human brain of work.

The first mechanical calculator was produced by
Blaise Pascal in 1642. Others tried to improve on it but

not until the nineteenth century was any real progress

made. In 1801 a Frenchman named Jacquard invented a

punched card system for controlling the threads on his

weaving looms. Charles Babbage followed in 1833 with

his ‘Analytical Engine’, which could perform calcula-

tions automatically, using punched cards, This was the

first digital computer (a machine that performs calcula-

tions with numbers). The American Hollerith system

also used punched cards, but the calculating machinery

was operated by electromagnetic means. It was intro-

duced in 1889 and was generally used in a highly

developed form right up to the widespread introduction

of electronic computers in the 1950s.

1943 saw the need for computing artillery firing charts,

and enjac (Electronic Numerical Integrator and Calcu-

lator) was born, edsac (Electronic Delay Storage Auto-

matic Calculator) was first used at Cambridge University

six years later. And so the modern electronic computer
came into being.
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Different Designs

The name computer covers many different types of
machine. Early electronic computers were developed
around valves-, which were large and gave off a lot of

heat. Later transistors were used* Continued minia-

turization of components allowed smaller and smaller

computers to be made, but also allowed the power of
computers to increase rapidly. Manned space flights

needed a small computer that gave an instant response

to many sources of information, whilst also calculating

complex mathematical equations. The computer used
in this project became known as the mini computer.
Development of these mini computers continued along-

side the development of the main frame computer.
Nowadays we are constantly using even smaller compu-
ters (micro computers) in everyday life. Micro computers
control washing machines, watches, cash tills, and help

in the servicing of cars, They are also used in offices to

calculate accounts, wages and other office needs.

As computers became smaller and more powerful so

their uses developed within science, technology and
business.

Computers are sometimes designed for a particular

purpose, so each type of machine has its own variations,

depending on the work it will have to do. Machines
handling data for scientific work, for industry or for

commercial undertakings, all have their own special

features. In the following pages we will consider what
we might loosely call a typical electronic digital compu-
ter system with its subsidiary equipment for receiving,

storing and presenting information.

8



Data Processing

As we have already mentioned, there are a great many
kinds of computers, some being designed for a particular

purpose. Our ‘typical’ machine will very likely be used

for ‘data processing' in a large manufacturing organisa-

tion in which there will be a great amount of routine

office work. For instance, the pay-roll has to be prepared

every week and the names and wages of all the employees

printed on their individual pay slips. Records of all the

employees must be maintained and continually brought

up to date as some people leave and others are engaged.

This computer may also be used to calculate the

amount of material of different kinds that will be needed

in factory production, and thus help to bring the hun-

dreds of parts forward to the assembly line in the right

sequence and at the right time. Records of sales of

different products can be kept and forecasts made of

possible future sales.

An organisation would use a computer only if by so

doing it is more profitable. This profitability might be

related either to increase in production or to reduction of

wastage. The introduction of a computer rarely decreases

a labour force, It is more likely, due to the increase in

production, to expand labour requirements within parts

of the organisation.

10
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The Main Parts of a Computer

A computer system consists of a number of different

units each of which has its own special function.

Central Processing Unit (cpu)

1 Control Unit

All the computer functions are co-ordinated by this

unit, which interprets and carries out the instructions

contained in a program*

2 Immediate access (or main) store

This consists of a very fast access store. Since the

operation is electronic and there are no moving parts,

data can be read in nanoseconds (one thousand
millionths of a second)*

3 Arithmetic Unit

This is the operational unit. Here calculations are

performed and the logical processes of selecting,

sorting and comparing of information take place.

4 Registers

These are small stores. They hold (he data to be
worked on in a calculation and give it up as instruc-

ted. Data can be transferred from one register to

another.

Input Unit

This reads the information to be stored in the machine
and converts it into an electrical form which can later be
used in arithmetical calculations.

Backing Store

Data (information) can be permanently stored away
here, usually in the form of recordings on magnetic
material. It contains the vast mass of data a computer
can deal with.

Output Unit

This presents the results of a computer operation,
often in printed form as on a payslip. It may be presen-

ted on a television screen, tape, disc, cassette or card.
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Combining the Parts

The main store, the arithmetic unit, and the control

unit together with a group of registers, lorm what is

called the central processor. Surrounding the central

processor we have the input and output units together

with the backing store. These are known as the peri-

pheral units. Some peripherals can provide both input

and output, such as Visual Display Units (vdus).

We can now see in a very general way the method by

which the computer works. Information in a specially

prepared form is fed into the input unit where it is 'read’

by a device which turns it into a series of electrical

pulses. The computer then ‘writes’ down this informa-

tion, that is, transfers it to a storage unit. The informa-

tion that is stored is of two kinds: data, and instructions.

A list of instructions forms a program , and when the

program is started, data is transferred into the arithmetic

unit and calculations are carried out at a very high speed.

All activities within the computer are supervised by the

control unit.

The central processor is made up from several

thousand transistors, together with other electrical

components. Peripheral units are usually electrically-

driven, mechanical devices.

14
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The Computer Code

Human beings are able to recognise each other’s

handwriting and read the information that is written.

They can also understand the spoken word. Different

computers accept different input methods and different

codes, just as humans speak and write in different

languages. Since a computer has no brain, it must have

the information fed into it in a particular way - by a

code.

The more commonly-used methods of inputting code

to a computer are vnu, punched card, magnetic tape,

paper tape and document readers. Cards and paper tape

have small holes punched through them in specially

arranged patterns, down a column of a card or across the

width of paper tape. These holes represent a given

character, that is, a letter or a number.

Magnetic tapes and discs can be written from a device

similar to a standard typewriter.

Document readers enable computers to ‘read’ infor-

mation which is understandable to human beings.

Common examples of these are electricity accounts and

cheques. The characters on electricity billing documents

can also be written by hand and ‘read’ into the computer.

Bank cheques arc preprinted with characters written in

magnetic ink. Another example of code that can he read

by human beings is that used bv the vdu.
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The Input Unit

Cards or paper tape with their punched holes are

placed in the input unit of the computer; Here, the

computer's reading mechanism translates the patterns

of holes into electrical pulses.

The cards are read at speeds around 1,000 cards per

minute, and paper tape at around 1,000 characters per

second. As the processing speeds are measured in nano-
seconds (one thousand millionths of a second) these are

both termed slow input devices. The reading may be

done with light which shines through the holes and
strikes a layer of photo-electric cells which turn the light

dots into electrical pulses. Or cards can be passed be-

tween a roller conducting electricity and a series of tiny

wire contacts. Where the holes appear the contacts

momentarily touch the conductor and an electrical

pulse is flashed into the machine. Where there is no hole

there will, of course, be no electrical pulse produced;
thus the coded pattern is turned into a series of pulses

and no-pulses.

Document readers, or character recognition systems,

can use photo-electric sensing on the shape of a written

character as in electricity accounts. On cheques the

magnetic pattern of the character is detected. These
systems do not allow direct input into the computer but

they do give an accurate method of reading data. They
are first punched by an operator using a keyboard similar

to that of an ordinary typewriter.

Visual Display Units (vdus) are also important input

devices. The keyboards to vdus are similar to those of
typewriters, and data input can be displayed on the

screen. This method of reading data is used at Ladybird
Books to check and record orders for books.
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Recording Information on
Magnetic Surfaces

Feeding information into the computer by means
of cards and documents are well tried methods. Other

materials increasingly employed are magnetic tapes,

cassettes and diskettes (small flexible discs similar in

size to a single gramophone record).

Magnetic devices have several advantages: they are

much stronger than paper, the information can be

packed in very tightly and is more easily removed,

and the material is better to handle than either cards

or paper. Perhaps one of the greatest advantages is

that data can be changed or deleted using the same
tape or diskette.

*•

On the cassette illustrated opposite, the informa-

tion is recorded in the form of magnetic spots which

are arranged in patterns representing characters.

When the cassette is read, its surface comes into con-

tact with the reading/writing heads, a series of tiny

coils, with which information can be recorded

(written) or played back (read).

On a diskette the recording method is similar except

that it is recorded opto many concentric circles, called

tracks, across the faces of the diskette. Sometimes
one side of the diskette is used, whilst for other equip-

ment both sides of the diskette are used for recording

information.

(See page 42 for more information.)
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Operation of Magnetic Tape Unit

Magnetic tape can be used for input, output or for

storing data* It can carry up to a maximum of nine rows

of magnetic spots, each row, or track, having its own
reading/writing heads for playing back or recording the

information. The tape is run from one reel onto another,

not continuously, but as the information is required for

processing within the computer. It is therefore important

that an accurate stop/start arrangement is provided* and

this is usually done by means of a constantly-rotating

drive capstan and a pivoting pinch roller (see illustra-

tion). The tape cannot be read or written on until it has

reached full running speed. For this reason, the infor-

mation is not written in one long, continuous stream

but in blocks, with a space between each block to allow

a stopping and starting interval. This space, known as

the inter-block gap, is approximately one inch long.

The tape driving motors are electrically operated and

have very precise arrangements to ensure that the tape

runs at a constant speed and that it can be started and

stopped in an extremely short time. Actually, an acceler-

ation from one inch per second to the normal running

speed of seventyTLve inches per second is usually

accomplished in as Little as two or three thousandths of

a second. Slowing down and slopping takes the same

time.
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'Writing the Code'

Electrical pulses produced by the reading mechanism

of the computer are next 'written down' - not with pen

or pencil as we normally understand writing, but

electrically. That is to say, the information represented

by the pulses is recorded and held in a register or elec-

trical store until it is needed for a calculation or other

purpose. In a way this is rather like the human memory

in which information is stored up ready to be brought

forward when it is required.

We have seen that a suitable code for a digital compu-

ter uses only two pieces of information, namely a 'pulse'

or ‘no-pulse’. Such information is called binary (see

page 36) and can be represented by numbers. For

example, 'pulse' = 1, ‘no-pulse’ =0.

The diagram on the page opposite illustrates how

such information can be transferred from the reading

mechanism to a register. A shift register is shown - so

called because the arrival of the first pulse (or no-pulse)

causes the information already stored to move one place

to the right (in this case the register was initially empty).

A vacant position occurs at the extreme left-hand end

and the pulse which triggered the move right is stored

there. The process is repeated each lime a pulse (or no-

pulse) arrives, until the whole register is full.

We already know that "reading* is taking the coded

information from punched cards or paper tape. 'Writing'

is recording this information and storing it away for

future use.
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ithe information they need. These books are stores

often contained in a library where they

ie referred to from time to time.

le of the most important features of a modern

luter system is its ability to hold a vast amount of

million which can be drawn upon when required,

registers, we know, arc small working stores used

ly for arithmetic calculations and have a very

;d capacity for storing information. It is therefore

isary to have an extra storage system where alpha

;ric information can be held more permanently,

information can be produced, like a book in a

ry, for processing in the registers, and returned to

tore when finished with. Out-of-date information

ie removed and new data added.

icrc are several types of storage systems in use, most

em magnetic, and we shall be dealing with these in

lext few chapters. They each have advantages and

(vantages. Some are more efficient but too expensive

lany computer applications. Some have extra large

city; others are very fast. Generally speaking,

juter stores are a compromise between speed, eon-

;nce and expense.
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'Words', 'Bits', and 'Addresses'

A computer word is an arrangement of binary digits,

or bits, which have a special meaning to the computer.

The number of bits needed to form a single character is

called a byte. The number of bits in a word is known as

the word length and may be as many as fifty, although

this figure will vary according to the design of the

computer.

The store of the central processor can contain

several million words. Most computer systems have

between 16 and 256 thousand words capacity, but this

is constantly increasing. It is necessary to select a certain

number of these words for use in a particular calculation.

It is vitally important, therefore, that their exact

positions are known, otherwise the calculation could

not take place. The store is, in fact, divided up into

compartments, or locations. Each location holds a word

and its position is identified by a serial number known
as the address.

Computer words are of two types: instruction words

which tell the computer what to do, and data words

which represent the numbers the computer has to use in

its calculations. An instruction word has itself got two

parts: the first part is the operation code, or op. code,

which describes in number form the operation to be

performed. The second part contains one or more

addresses of data words with which the computer is to

carry out its arithmetic. The number of addresses re-

quired for a particular calculation may vary between one

and three but is more usually one or two. The tables

opposite show how information may be contained in

instruction words for the different systems.
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INSTRUCTION

Operation A ddress A ddress Address
Code 1 2 3

* 1 word

"THREE-ADDRESS SYSTEM

OP. CODE The operation to be executed by the computer

ADDRESS 1 The address of the first piece of data

ADDRESS 2 The address of the second piece of data

ADDRESS 3 The address into which result should be placed

TWO-ADDRESS SYSTEM

OP. CODE The operation to be executed by the computer

ADDRESS 1 The address of the first piece of data

ADDRESS 2 The address of the second piece of data

ONE-ADDRESS SYSTEM

OP. CODE The operation to he executed by the computer

ADDRESS The address of the data



The Magnetic Core Store

The calculating speed of a computer depends on the time

needed to select and take two numbers from a store and

return the result of the calculation to it. What we must

therefore have is the fastest possible access time,

A widely-used type of high-speed store, particularly for

the computer's central processor, employs ferrite rings.

These are very small rings of a ceramic material which can

be magnetized. Each ring, about the size of a typewriter

Tull $top\ is known as a core and is capable of being

magnetized in one of two states in order to represent either

a binary 1 or 0, The cores are threaded onto wire grids at

the point where the wires cross. The change from one state

to the other of any one core - called switching - can only

be brought about by passing a pulse of current along each

of the two wires which link that core uniquely, A third wire

- called the sense wire - is used to read the information

stored.

Any word in the store can be reached in an equal time.

For this reason magnetic core stores are often known as

equal time stores (they are also referred to as random

access stores), and computers using them are able to make

over a hundred million additions every second. Present-

day stores are etched onto silicon chips; the method of

reading and writing these is similar to that of the ferrite

core. These electronic cores are called MQS (Metal Oxide

Semi-conductors).
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Ferrite Ring or Core

(&) W (c)

MAGNETIZING A CORE
(a) A pufse of current magnetizes the core , Binary 1 is written ,

(b) When the pufse is removed the magnetism remains.

(c) A pufse in the opposite direction reverses the core's magnetic state.

Binary 0 is written.

Vj current

PART OF A MAGNETIC CORE STORE
aif of the current needed to switch a core is passed through a horizontal
nd a verticaf wire, only the core at the intersection of the wires receiving
he full current By this means any core may be switched without
ifacting the remainder The diagonal 'sense' wires are used when reading

,



'Gates' and 'Highways'

To understand how a computer works when moving

numbers around the central processor, we must try to

think in terms of short electrical pulses, each lasting for

about one millionth ofa second and following each other

like bullets out of a machine gun, but many thousands

of times faster. The wires along which the pulses travel

between one register and another are known as highways

and the electronic switches which can be opened to admit

a pulse, or closed to block it off, are known as gates.

Numbers, represented by the pattern of pulses and

no-putses, are sent speeding along the highways, and

the appropriate gates are opened or closed as necessary

to admit them or block them off. For example, in the

diagram opposite, numbers from any two of the three

registers. A, B, and C, can be sent down the highways

leading to the adder and the resulting sum returned to

A, B, and C.

This example shows that by controlling the time for

which a group of gates is opened it is possible to form

many different routes in the computer in a fraction of a

second. The calculating speed of a computer is deter-

mined both by the speed at which information can be

selected from the various locations and by the speed

with which the routes can be set up.
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Computer Arithmetic

The electronic circuits used in a computer are arranged

so that the coded pattern on the input cards or tape can

be used to perform arithmetic - done in a special unit

called the arithmetic unit. Before describing how it does

this, let us see what sort of arithmetic we require the

computer to do. It is possible to perform very long and

complicated calculations by breaking them down into a

number of simple calculations strung together in the

right order to give the final answer. Addition, subtrac-

tion, multiplication and division are the arithmetic

operations used most frequently, and so the arithmetic

unit is designed to do just these.

Those readers who have seen or used a hand calculat-

ing machine will remember that turning the handle

clockwise adds the number in one register to the contents

of another, while turning it anti-clockwise subtracts one

number from another. Numbers in a register can also be

shifted to the left or to the right by means of another

handle. In this way multiplication and division can be

performed. The circuits in the arithmetic unit do the

same job but work, of course, very many times faster

than our hand calculating machine.
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Binary Arithmetic

We have seen that information travels along the high-

ways as pulses or no-pulses. If we call each of these a

digit, then the arithmetic unit has to do its arithmetic

with only two digits instead of the ten that we use for

our own calculations. The system using ten digits is the

decimal system, the system using only two digits is

called the binary system. The numbers used in the binary

system are 0 and 1, so that a pulse can represent a 1 and

a no-pulse a 0 (equally well the reverse would be true

but will not be used).

The examples at the top of the page opposite show

how the two number systems are made up. Those stu-

dents who already have some knowledge of arithmetic

will know that addition and subtraction follow fixed

rules and that two tables can be built up, one for addi-

tion and one for subtraction, which will give the answer

for any two digits which we wish to add or subtract.

For binary arithmetic there are four entries in each

tabic, as shown opposite. Keeping an eye on these tables

will help when following the examples given of binary

addition and subtraction.
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A Decimal number is written:

5638 5x1000 + 6 x 100 + 3x10 4* 8x1

I

5 x 10 ? 4 6x10" 4 3x10’ 4 8 x 10°

A Binary number is written:

1101 1 X 23 4 1 x 2 2 4 0x2' 4 1 x 2 °

13

4

as a decimal
number

4 4

Knowing how to lfansfate from Binary to Decimal, together with the

tables for addition and subtraction, we can work some examples:

ADDITION TABLE

T 0 T 1

+ 0 0 HI
1 0 4 carry 1

SUBTRACTION TABLE

0

1

i o

0 1 + borrow 1



Programming

A set of instructions given to a computer is known as a

program. The first step in preparing such a program is to

draw a flow chart, two examples of wrhich are shown

opposite. This is built up from a number of connected

boxes, the label attached to each box showing the job

or calculation which is to be done at each step. One very

important type of box is the decision box, in which a

question is asked. The only answers allowed to the

computer are ‘yes’ or ‘no’ and although this may seem

too simple to be of use in a complicated problem,

remember that a computer can ask nearly half a million

questions a second!

Transferring the job of each box into number form

{machine code) is very laborious, and the programmer is

helped in this task by an intermediate language {high

level language) which is then translated by a master

program (the compiler) into machine code. There are

many high level languages in use, the most common
being COBOL (COmraon Business Orientated Language),

basic (Beginners All-purpose Symbolic Instruction

Code), pli (Programming Language One), fortran

(FORmula TRANslation), and rpc> (Report Program

Generator).

Programming in machine code is a job for a highly-

trained person, whereas programming in a high level

language is something many people can do provided they

are given time to learn the rules that must be followed.
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The Control Unit

We have seen that a program is a list of instructions

kept in the store of a computer. To make this program

work, the computer has to look at each instruction in

turn and find out what it means. When it has done this

the calculation, or data movement, can be carried out.

To see the steps involved, look at the diagram opposite.

An instruction is fetched from the store and kept

temporarily in a register in the control unit. Both the

operation to be carried out and the address of the data

on which the operation is to be made can then be found.

The correct sequence of control signals for this code are

produced and sent to the gates; these cause the calcu-

lation or data movement to take place. The time at

which each control signal is sent is carefully controlled

by the computer ‘‘clock’, which sends out a continuous

string of pulses, so keeping all the data movements in
i

step with each other. Meanwhile, the address of the next

instruction to be fetched is found by adding 4- 1 to the

address of the instruction which has just been used. The

process then repeats itself, with instructions being first

'analysed', then 'executed
5

in sequence, until the program

is complete.
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The Disc Store

Most computer systems these days are provided

with a direct access store in addition to the random

access core storage. It provides a very large backing

store for information that is not in constant use and

therefore does not need quite such a short access

time.

Some smaller computers use the magnetic diskette

system for random access but in the bigger installa-

tions a disc store is more likely to be employed. This

consists of one or more metal discs which continu-

ously rotate on a spindle. The flat surface of each

disc is covered with closely-packed, concentric tracks

of magnetic spots - similar to the grooves on a

gramophone record - and they are read or written

on by rcading/writing heads, mounted on arms which

can move radially across the disc to select the required

track. Disc stores may have a capacity of five hundred

million words and an access time of around thirty one

thousandths of a second. These capacity and access

times are constantly being improved.

A cheaper form of random access store uses

magnetic stripe cards. These are bigger than punched

cards and they are packed into magazine-type con-

tainers. Any card can be taken from a magazine and

passed over a reading/writing head before being

returned to the magazine. The capacity of a card store

may be five thousand words.
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Disc Arm Heads Sector

This disc pack has six 14 inch discs providing ten recording surfaces.

The arm assembly moves in and out to give the heads access to the whole
;ecording area Data address specifies disc, sector and track.



The Output Unit

The final part of a computer is the output unit, which

presents the results of the machine’s operations in

printed or other visual form, or on tapes and discs.

One type of printer is able to print a complete line

at a time. Briefly, it consists of a series of 132 revolving

wheels which have spaced around their circumference

all the letters of the alphabet as well as the decimal

numbers. Paper is placed over the type-wheels with a

printer ribbon between. As the correct characters come

into position, a row of electrically-operated hammers

strike the paper which then takes an impression of the

type.

Another method uses a process known as Xerography

in which tiny specks of powdered ink are electrostatically

drawn towards plastic-coated paper. An electrical pulse

is passed through the line of type to be printed and this

collects the specks together into the shape of the various

characters. The print is then ‘fixed’ by passing through

heated rollers which soften the plastic coating.

Still another way we can get output, including graphs

and drawings, is a display on a voir. The Visual Display

Unit shown opposite is a combined input/output device.

The operator can communicate with the computer by

means of the keyboard or hy using a ‘light pen
1

on the

tube face. The vou can also display reports in the form

of text, such as a list of employees.
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Teleprocessing

When you go into a branch office of a large national

company such as a travel agent or an insurance com-

pany, the questions you ask will probably be sent via a

terminal to a control computer at the main office of the

firm. The answers to your questions will then be returned

and printed out at the branch office.

This is called teleprocessing, which means ‘processing

at a distance’. (The Greek prefix ‘tele’, meaning at a

distance, can be seen in other words such as telescope,

television and telephone.)

A computer system may be contained within a single

building complex, or may spread across a continent,

where information of national importance may be re-

quired.

To transmit data over such large distances, its form

needs to be changed. This is accomplished by a modem
a Modulator/Demodulator which adds a powerful

carrier wave to the data to enable it to travel down a tel-

ephone wire or as a radio wave. At the terminal end,

the data is modulated (the carrier wave is added) for

transmission, and at the receiving end it is demodulated

(carrier wave is removed) for the computer to accept. As
it is normal to have a question and answer system, the

modulator and demodulator units are held in a single

unit, the modem.

Frequency modulation and amplitude modulation

are the simplest forms of modulation (see Ladybird

Book - How it works: The Television). At various

stages of transmission the data will be amplified to

bring its strength up and pass it on to the next stage.
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Does a Computer make Mistakes?

Programmers, being human, are always liable to

make mistakes. Computers, being machines, occa-

sionally develop some fault or other. Either way, the

final result is not of much use.

Information to be fed into a computer can be

checked by a second operator using a machine called

a verifier. The original punched card (or tape) is put

into the machine and, referring to the papers from

which the first version was prepared, the checking

operator tries to punch out a second version. If

the first and second cards agree, the characters are

punched out in a verified card. If they do not agree,

the keyboard locks and the operator has to discover

where the fault lies.

A programmer may make a mistake either in

writing out the machine code or in a wrong analysis of

the situation on which the program was based.

Mistakes of this kind are very difficult to trace and

the process of tracking them down is known as de-

bugging.

Finally, there exists the possibility of a machine

fault. In the input/output devices an additional digit

can be added to the code in such a way that an error

can be detected. Within the machine, faults can only

be detected by running test programs which check

each part of the computer.
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VISUAL DISPLAY UNITS IN OPERATION

in one common method of error detection, used
in computer storage systems, an extra digit

known as a 'parity bit ' is added to each coded
character. When the character being stored has
an odd number of binary 1 s a 1 is added.

When it has an even number of 1'$ a 0 is

added. Each time a character is read the number
of 1 's is sensed and compared with the parity

bit. if they are unlike the error is indicated by
an afarm

CHARACTER PARITY
BIT

110 1 1

01 01 0

1

error



This Year, Next Year, Sometime

The use of computers is growing year by year and

their design is changing almost as quickly. What was

up-to-date five years ago is out-of-date today and what is

the latest thing today will be old-hat in five years' time.

Apart from their applications in offices, banks, the

post office, engineering establishments, airlines and

many other fields of operation, computers are now used

to control the flight of a spacecraft, and to supervise the

working of a machine-tool. In its commercial and scien-

tific applications, information goes in through the input

unit and the calculated result is presented on the output

device. Operating in areas such as spacecraft and

machine-tools, the computer is working in real time,

that is, being used to control the actual movement of a

vehicle or the cutting edge of a took

Computers themselves are continually changing.

Electronic valves are no longer used and have been

replaced by transistors and diodes which have a low

current consumption, greater reliability and much
smaller dimensions. Printed circuits and stores are con-

sistently being reduced in physical size as more research

into different materials takes place. Many thousands of

components can now be fitted into silicon chips approxi-

mately one-third of a centimetre square. The future will

see much more compact machines doing an even greater

variety of intricate jobs.
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Glossary of Terms

Computers, like many other things, have given rise

to their own terminology or jargon, and it is

important to distinguish the special meaning of
such terms from any more common meaning they

may have. The following glossary may, therefore,

be helpfulfor reference.

ADDRESS Computers store numbers and instructions in

their store. The store is usually divided into locations each
of which holds one number or instruction. Each of these

locations is given a designation so that it can be referred

to, no matter what number or instruction it happens to

contain. This designation is often called the ‘address* of

the location,

CENTRAL PROCESSOR That part of the computer
which does all the calculating.

FLOW DIAGRAM A diagram showing the essential steps

in a calculation, in particular the various branches which
may occur for different cases.

INSTRUCTION A step in a calculation expressed in the

coded form required by the computer,

JUMP An instruction which can cause an alteration in

the sequence in which the computer obeys instructions.

LANGUAGE Generally speaking different computers re-

quire their instructions to be expressed in different codes.

The code applying to a particular computer is often called

the ‘language* of the computer.

i

LOCATION A part of the store. See also 'Address’.

MACHINE An alternative term for a computer.

ORDER An alternative term for an instruction.

PERIPHERAL UNITS Attachments i.e*> input/output

devices, which are connected to the central processor.

PROGRAM The set of instructions (expressed in the

computer language) for a particular problem. ‘Program-

ming’ is the operation of writing these instructions.

REGISTER A permanent location in store set aside

for the temporary storage of data.

STORE The part of the computer which holds all the

instructions and the numbers being used.

WORD An arrangement of binary digits.


